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Introduction.
One of the present tasks of combinatorics is the formulation of a bijective theory of symmetric functions. The original program of such a theory was to replace every numerical identity among symmetric functions by an explicit bijective identity among sets. We find that such a program must be enlarged to include bijective identities among multisets as well. In fact, the gist of the identity we give below is the interaction between sets and multisets, an interaction which we are still a long way from fully understanding.
This program has been pursued by several authors.
In this note we present a very small contribution to this program by giving a bijective analog and interpretation of the following classical indentities: and where we set ao(xx,x2,... ) = ho(xx,x2,... ) = 1. ak and hk are respectively the fcth elementary symmetric function and the fcth complete symmetric function [2, 3] .
The classical proof of the identities depends on one simple fact, namely, the identity Our proof gives a bijective interpretation of this fact.
2. Proof of the identity. When EX,E2 is an ordered pair of subsets of a set S such that Ex D E2 -0 and Ex U E2 = S, we write Ex -Y E2 = S (either Ex or E2 may be the empty set). Let Ax be a set whose elements are functions from Ex to a set X, and A2 a set whose elements are functions from E2 to X. We write AXA2 to denote the set of all functions f:S->X such that the restrictions satisfy the following conditions:
/Ie! e Ax, f\E2 eA2.
Let a(S\X) be the set of all injective functions S -» X, and let h(S\X) be the set of all dispositions S -► X.
We recall that a disposition S -► X is a function f:S->X together with a linear order on each fiber /_1(x), xe X, whenever /_1(z) ,¿ 0 (recall that there is exactly one linear order on the empty set).
Our objective is to prove the set-theoretical identity
if |5| > 0. Clearly, we also have a(0\X)h(0\X) = 1, where 1 denotes the unique function from the empty set to X.
It is clear that identities (*) and (**) are related. Of the two, (**) is the stronger identity, since it relates directly to sets and multisets. It is easy to derive (*) from (**) by defining a suitable notion of "generating function." We shall leave such a proof as an exercise for the reader, since to give it in full would be contrary to the spirit of the present paper.
One important remark is in order, regarding the interpretation of the minus signs in (**). Identity (**) is an identity among multisets. Now, a multiset m on a set A is a function m from A to the nonnegative integers. The set of such functions forms an Abelian group, and identity (**) holds in this Abelian group. The 0 on the right side of (**) stands for the identically zero function.
For the proof of (**), we begin by remarking that if Y, Z are disjoint subsets of X, one verifies by simple combinatorial arguments that a(S\Y + Z)= J2 a(Ex\Y)a(E2\Z) Ei+E2=S and h{S\Y + Z)= Y! h(Ei\Y)h(E2\Z).
E\ +E2 = S
In the proof, we may assume X is finite. We proceed by induction on \X\.
For |X| = 1, we have a(S\X) = 0 if [S\ > 1, and the identity to be proved By the induction hypothesis, at least one of the terms in parentheses is always zero if |S| > 0, therefore the whole expression equals 0, and the proof is complete.
